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ABSTRACT
We use the projected correlation functionwp(rp) of a volume-limited subsample of the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-

vey (SDSS) main galaxy redshift catalogue to measure the halo occupation distribution (HOD) of the galaxies
of the sample. Simultaneously, we allow the cosmology to vary within cosmological constraints imposed by
cosmic microwave background experiments in a�CDM model. We find that combiningw p(rp) for this sample
alone with the observations by WMAP, ACBAR, CBI and VSA can provide one of the most precise techniques
available to measure cosmological parameters. For a minimal flat six-parameter�CDM model with an HOD
with three free parameters, we find
m = 0:278+0:027

−0:027, �8 = 0:812+0:028
−0:027, andH0 = 69:8+2:6

−2:6kms−1Mpc−1; these
errors are significantly smaller than from CMB alone and similar to those obtained by combining CMB with
the large-scale galaxy power spectrum assuming scale-independent bias. The corresponding HOD parame-
ters describing the minimum halo mass and the normalizationand cut-off of the satellite mean occupation are
Mmin = (3:03+0:36

−0:36)� 1012h−1 M� , M1 = (4:58+0:60
−0:60)� 1013h−1 M� , and� = 4:44+0:51

−0:69. These HOD parameters thus
have small fractional uncertainty when cosmological parameters are allowed to vary within the range permit-
ted by the data. When more parameters are added to the HOD model, the error bars on the HOD parameters
increase because of degeneracies, but the error bars on the cosmological parameters do not increase greatly.
Similar modeling for other galaxy samples could reduce the statistical errors on these results, while more thor-
ough investigations of the cosmology dependence of nonlinear halo bias and halo mass functions are needed to
eliminate remaining systematic uncertainties, which may be comparable to statistical uncertainties.

Subject headings: cosmology: observations — cosmology: theory — galaxies: formation — galaxies: halos

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last several years, halo occupation models of
galaxy bias have led to substantial progress in characteriz-
ing the relation between the distributions of galaxies and dark
matter. Gravitational clustering of the dark matter determines
the population of virialized dark matter halos, with essen-
tially no dependence on the more complex physics of the sub-
dominant baryon component. Galaxy formation physics de-
termines the halo occupation distribution (HOD), which spec-
ifies the probabilityP(NjM) that a halo of virial massM con-
tains N galaxies of a given type, together with any spatial
and velocity biases of galaxies within halos (Kauffmann et al.
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1997; Benson et al. 2000; Berlind et al. 2003; Kravtsov et al.
2004). Given cosmological parameters and a specified HOD,
one can calculate any galaxy clustering statistic, on any scale,
either by populating the halos of N-body simulations (e.g.,
Jing et al. 1998, 2002; Berlind & Weinberg 2002) or by us-
ing an increasingly powerful array of analytic approximations
(e.g., Peacock & Smith 2000; Seljak 2000; Scoccimarro et al.
2001; Takada & Jain 2003; see Cooray & Sheth 2002 for a re-
cent review).

The 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS) (Colless et al.
2003) and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) (York et al.
2000; Abazajian et al. 2003, 2004b) allow galaxy clustering
measurements of unprecedented precision and detail, making
them ideal data sets for this kind of modeling. Zehavi et al.
(2004a) (hereafter Z04a) show that the projected correlation
functionwp(rp) of luminous (M0:1r < −21) SDSS galaxies ex-
hibits a statistically significant departure from a power law,
and that a 2-parameter HOD model applied to the prevail-
ing �CDM (cold dark matter with a cosmological constant)
cosmology accounts naturally for this departure, reproducing
the observedwp(rp). Here,M0:1r is the absolute magnitude in
the redshiftedr band, with observed magnitudes K-corrected
to rest frame magnitudes for the SDSS bands blueshifted
by z = 0:1, the median redshift of the survey (Blanton et al.
2003a). Magliocchetti & Porciani (2003) have applied a sim-
ilar type of analysis towp(rp) for a fixed cosmology in the
2dFGRS. The halo model plus HOD has also been used to
successfully describe the clustering of Lyman-break galax-
ies (Porciani & Giavalisco 2002), high-redshift red galaxies
(Zheng 2004), as well as 2dF quasars (Porciani et al. 2004).

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0408003v2
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Recently, it was shown that large-scale overdensities are not
correlated with galaxy color or star formation history at a
fixed small-scale overdensity, supporting the HOD ansatz that
a galaxy’s properties are related only to the host halo mass
and not the large-scale environment (Blanton et al. 2004a).

In this paper, we go beyond the Z04a analysis by bring-
ing in additional cosmological constraints from cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB) measurements and allowing the
HOD and cosmological parameters to vary simultaneously.
This investigation complements that of Zehavi et al. (2004b)
(hereafter Z04b), who examine the luminosity and color de-
pendence of galaxy HOD parameters for a fixed cosmology.
It also complements analyses that combine CMB data with
the large-scalepower spectrum measurements from the 2dF-
GRS or SDSS (e.g., Percival et al. 2001; Spergel et al. 2003;
Tegmark et al. 2004). Such analyses use linear perturbation
theory to predict the dark matter power spectrum, and they
assume that galaxy bias is scale-independent in the linear
regime. It also complements HOD and cosmological pa-
rameter determination approaches using galaxy-galaxy lens-
ing in the SDSS (Seljak et al. 2004a) and their combination
with Lyman-� forest clustering in the SDSS quasar sample
(Seljak et al. 2004b). Our analysis draws on data that ex-
tend into the highly non-linear regime, and in place of scale-
independent bias it adopts a parameterized form of the HOD
motivated by theoretical studies of galaxy formation.

2. THEORY

We explore spatially flat, “vanilla” cosmological models
that have six parameters, (
 bh2;
 ch2;� s;ln(A);n;� ), where

 b and 
 c are fractions of the critical density in baryons
and cold dark matter;� s is the angular acoustic peak scale
of the CMB, a useful proxy for the Hubble parameter,H0 =
100h km s−1 Mpc−1; A andn are the amplitude and tilt of the
primordial scalar fluctuations;� is the optical depth due to
reionization.

In the halo model of galaxy clustering, the two-point cor-
relation function of galaxies is composed of two parts, the
1-halo term and the 2-halo term,�(r) = 1 + �1h(r) + �2h(r),
which represent contributions by galaxy pairs from same ha-
los and different halos which dominate at small scales and
large scales, respectively. Here, the correlation function is cal-
culated at the effective redshift of our observed SDSS sample
at z = 0:1, which is a nontrivial modification since errors on
the amplitude of the power spectrum at small scales (i.e.,�8)
are found be comparable to the growth factor shift atz = 0:1
(see below). The calculation of the 1-halo term is straightfor-
ward (e.g., Berlind & Weinberg 2002):

1+�1h(r) =
1

2�r2�n2
g

Z
1

0

dn

dM

hN(N − 1)iM

2

�
1

2Rvir(M)
F0

�
r

2Rvir

�

dM; (1)

where�ng is the mean number density of galaxies calculated
from the HOD and halo model,dn=dM is the halo mass func-
tion, hN(N − 1)iM=2 is the average number of galaxy pairs in
a halo of massM, andF(r=2Rvir) is the cumulative radial dis-
tribution of galaxy pairs (Berlind & Weinberg 2002; Zheng
2004).

For the 2-halo term term, in order to reach the accuracy
needed to model the SDSS data, we include the nonlinear evo-
lution of matter clustering and the halo exclusion effect. This

is done in Fourier space,

�2h(r) =
1

2�2

Z
1

0
P2h

gg(k)k2 sinkr

kr
dk; (2)

where

P2h
gg(k) = PNL

mm(k)

�
1
�ng

Z Mmax

0
dM

dn

dM
hN(M)ibh(M)yg(k;M)

�2

:

(3)
The mean occupation of halos of massM is hN(M)i, yg(k;M)
is the normalized Fourier transform of the galaxy distribution
profile in a halo of massM. We approximate halo exclusion
effects in two-halo correlation separations ofr by choosing
the upper limit of the integral in Eq. (3) such thatMmax is the
mass of a halo with virial radiusr=2, as incorporated in Zheng
(2004), Z04a, and Z04b. The importance of the nonlinear
matter power spectrum and halo exclusion in accurately mod-
eling the two-halo galaxy correlation function was also found
by Magliocchetti & Porciani (2003) and Wang et al. (2004).

In order to accurately include the dependence of the halo
modeling of galaxy clustering for a varying cosmology, we
include cosmologically general (within�CDM) forms of the
nonlinear matter power spectrum, halo bias, halo mass func-
tion, and dark matter halo concentration. We use the nonlin-
ear matter spectrumPNL

mm(k) of Smith et al.’s (2003)halofit
code, modified to utilize a numerically calculated transfer
function from the Code for Anisotropies in the Microwave
Background (CAMB, Lewis et al. 2000), based on CMB-
FAST (Seljak & Zaldarriaga 1996). We use halo bias fac-
tors bh(M) determined in the high-resolution simulations of
Seljak & Warren (2004), along with its given cosmological
dependence, which provides a better fit (lower�2) to our
observational data than halo bias models based on the peak
background split (Sheth & Tormen 1999; Sheth et al. 2001).
We use the Jenkins et al. (2001) spherical overdensity of 180
[SO(180), Eq. (B3)] halo mass function, and include in its in-
terpretation of the definition of halo mass the variation in the
virial overdensity with cosmology (Bryan & Norman 1998)

� v =
18�2 + 82x − 39x2

1+ x
; (4)

and its effect in relating the Jenkins et al. (2001) mass
function to varying cosmologies (see, e.g., White 2001;
Hu & Kravtsov 2003). Here,x � 
m(z) − 1. The variation
of the virial overdensity also changes the halo exclusion scale
of Rvir(Mmax) used in Eq. (3). Since our luminous SDSS sub-
sample populates halos ofM > 1012M� , the breakdown of the
Jenkins et al. (2001) mass-function fit atM . 1010M� is not
important.

We assume that the average spatial distribution of satellite
galaxies within a halo follows a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW)
density profile of the dark matter (Navarro et al. 1996), moti-
vated by hydrodynamic simulation results (White et al. 2001;
Berlind et al. 2003) and N-body simulation galaxy cluster-
ing predictions with halos populated by semi-analytic models
(Kauffmann et al. 1997; Kauffmann et al. 1999; Benson et al.
2000; Somerville et al. 2001). However, as a test, we drop this
assumption of no spatial bias within halos between galaxies
and dark matter and find it is not important (see §4 below).
In the case of no spatial bias, each halo is assumed to have a
cosmologically-dependent concentration

c = c0

�
M

M�

� �

; (5)
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where

c0 = 11

�

m

0:3

� −0:35� neff

−1:7

�−1:6
; (6)

� =−0:05; (7)

as found in fits to numerical results for varying cosmologies
by Huffenberger & Seljak (2003). Here,

neff �
d lnPlin(k)

d lnk

�
�
�
k�

; (8)

wherek� is the nonlinear scale such that� 2
lin(k�) = 1,M is the

virial mass of the halo andM� is the nonlinear mass scale.
There is a scatter about any mean concentration value and
this could change the prediction of the shape of a given halo.
However, as we describe below, our results are largely insen-
sitive to the exact form of the concentration of the galaxies
with respect to the dark matter.

Our HOD parameterization for a luminosity-threshold
galaxy sample (M0:1r < −21 in this paper) is motivated by
results of substructures from high-resolution dissipationless
simulations of Kravtsov et al. (2004). The HOD has a simple
form when separated into central and satellite galaxies. The
mean occupation number of central galaxies is modeled as a
step function at some minimum mass, smoothed by a comple-
mentary error function such that

hNcen(M)i=
1
2

Erfc

�
ln(Mmin=M)
p

2�cen

�

; (9)

to account for scatter in the relation between the adopted
magnitude limit and the halo mass limit (Zheng et al. 2004).
(Note that the number of central galaxies is alwaysNcen = 0
or Ncen = 1 by definition.) The occupation number of satellite
galaxies is well approximated by a Poisson distribution with
the mean following a power law,

hNsat(M)i=

�
M −�Mmin

M1

��

; (10)

where we introduce a smooth cut-off of the average satel-
lite number at a multiple� � 1 of the minimum halo mass.
Guzik & Seljak (2002) and Berlind et al. (2003), using semi-
analytic model calculations, and Kravtsov et al. (2004), using
high resolutionN-body simulations, found� � 1. The gen-
eral HOD above is characterized by five quantities:Mmin, M1,
�cen, �, and�, and we refer to this as the 5p model. It pro-
vides an excellent fit to predictions of semi-analytic models
and hydrodynamic simulations (Zheng et al. 2004), in addi-
tion to describing subhalo populations in N-body simulations
(Kravtsov et al. 2004).

3. OBSERVATIONS

The SDSS uses a suite of specialized instruments and
data reduction pipelines (Gunn et al. 1998; Hogg et al. 2001;
Pier et al. 2003; Stoughton et al. 2002) to image the sky in
five passbands (Fukugita et al. 1996; Smith et al. 2002) and
obtain spectra of well defined samples of galaxies and quasars
(Eisenstein et al. 2001; Richards et al. 2002; Strauss et al.
2002; Blanton et al. 2003b). For our analysis, we use Z04b’s
measurement of the projected correlation functionwp(rp) of
a volume-limited sample of galaxies withM0:1r < −21. This
sample is in turn selected from a well characterized subset
of the main galaxy sample as of July, 2002, known as Large
Scale Structure (LSS)sample12, which includes� 200,000

FIG. 1.— Shown are the projected correlation functionwp(rp) of M0:1r <

−21 galaxies from the SDSS LSSsample12 (points with 1� diagonal er-
rors) and the best fit three parameter HOD model (solid). Onlypoints with
r < 20h−1Mpc are used in the fit. Also shown are predictedwp(rp) models
with 
 c (dotted) and�8 (dashed) at� 3� from their best fit values. HOD
parameters and other cosmological parameters are held fixed. As seen here,
the sensitivity to�8 and
 c comes from both the amplitude and combined
shape of the 1-halo and 2-halo regimes ofwp(rp).

galaxies over 2500deg2 of sky (Blanton et al. 2004b). We use
the M0:1r < −21 sample with the fullwp(rp) data covariance
matrix from the jackknife estimates of Z04b. There are 26,015
galaxies in theM0:1r < −21 sample.

The observed projected correlation function is obtained
from the 2-d correlation function�(rp;�) by integrating along
the line of sight in redshift space:

wp(rp) = 2
Z �max

0
�(rp;�)d�; (11)

whererp and� are separations transverse and parallel to the
line of sight. We adopt�max = 40h−1Mpc (in the measurement
and modeling), large enough to include nearly all correlated
pairs and thus minimize redshift-space distortion while keep-
ing background noise from uncorrelated pairs low. Because
our sample is volume-limited, we are measuring the cluster-
ing of a homogeneous population of galaxies throughout the
survey volume, which greatly simplifies HOD modeling. Fur-
ther details of the sample and measurement are given in Z04b.
In our analysis, we use 11wp(rp) data points in the range
0:1h−1Mpc < rp < 20h−1Mpc, sufficiently below the projec-
tion scale�max to avoid contamination of redshift space dis-
tortions, though we have found that including points up to
r � 40h−1Mpc, which have low statistical weight, does not
alter our results.

We also require our models to reproduce the measured
mean comoving space density of our sample,�nobs

g = 1:17�
10−3h3Mpc−3. This quantity has an uncertainty due to sample

variance that can be written as��n=�nobs
g =

q 

�2

g

�
, where



�

2
g

�

is the variance of the galaxy overdensity. We estimate


�2

g

�
by

integrating the two-point correlation function over the volume
of the SDSSM0:1r < −21 sample. To compute this integral
we generate a large number of independent random pairs of
points within the sample volume and sum�(r) over all these
pairs. We use the Z04b correlation function and extend it to
larger scales with the linear theory correlation function mul-
tiplied by b2, whereb = 1:4 is the large-scale bias factor for
M0:1r < −21 galaxies. We vary the number of random pairs
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FIG. 2.— Shown are the marginalized posterior likelihoods for the cosmo-
logical parameters determined from CMB+wp(rp)[M0:1r < −21] with a three-
parameter HOD in solid blue, that for CMB+SDSS 3DPg(k) in red dashed,
and that for the CMB alone in yellow (gray) shaded.

used and find that the integral converges at 105 pairs. Us-
ing two million pairs, we find that the number density uncer-
tainty due to sample variance is��n=�nobs

g = 0:0377. There is
also a shot noise Poisson uncertainty in the number density
that, for this number of galaxies, is 0:0062. We add these
two components in quadrature to obtain a total uncertainty of
�tot
�n =�nobs

g = 0:0382, and therefore

�nobs
g = (1:17� 0:05)� 10−3h3Mpc−3

: (12)

4. RESULTS

For a given cosmology and HOD parameter choice, we use
the predictedwp(rp) to calculate the likelihood to observe the
M0:1r < −21 sample’swp(rp) and�nobs

g . We combine this like-
lihood with that for the model’s prediction for the cosmic
microwave background anisotropy temperature correlation
and temperature-polarization cross-correlation to produce the
WMAP (first year), ACBAR (‘> 800), CBI (600< ‘<

2000) and VSA (‘> 600) observations (Hinshaw et al. 2003;
Verde et al. 2003; Kogut et al. 2003; Dickinson et al. 2004;
Readhead et al. 2004). We vary the six parameters for the
“vanilla” �CDM cosmological model plus the five HOD pa-
rameters:p = (
 bh2;
 ch2;� s;ln(A);n;�;Mmin;M1;�;�cen;�).
The ranges allowed in our Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) sampling of parameters are chosen to avoid any ar-
tificial cut-off of the likelihood space and are

0:005� 
 bh2� 0:1
0:01� 
 ch2 � 0:99

0:005� � s � 0:1
−0:68� ln(A)� 0:62

0:5� n � 1:5
0:01� � � 0:8

109M� � Mmin � 5� 1013M�

1010M� � M1 � 4� 1014M�

1� � � 30
0� �cen � 10

0:2� � � 2:5: (13)

Here,A is related to the amplitude of curvature fluctuations
at horizon crossing,j�Rj2 = 2:95� 10−9A at the scalek =
0:05Mpc. The angular acoustic peak scale� s is the ratio of
the sound horizon at last scattering to that of the angular diam-
eter distance to the surface of last scattering (Kosowsky etal.
2002).

To measure the likelihood space allowed by the data, we
use a Metropolis MCMC method with a modified version
of the Lewis & Bridle (2002) CosmoMC code. We use the
WMAP team’s code to calculate the WMAP first-year ob-
servations’ likelihood, and CosmoMC to calculate that for
ACBAR, CBI and VSA. After burn-in, the chains typically
sample 105 points, and convergence and likelihood statistics
are calculated from these. Since it is not knowna priori which
HOD parameters are most constrained by thewp(rp) measure-
ment, we use the Akaike and Bayesian Information Criteria
(AIC and BIC) to determine which parameters are statistically
relevant to describingwp(rp) (Akaike 1974; Schwarz 1978;
see also Liddle 2004). More parameters might well be needed
once we have more data to constrain the HOD, butwp(rp)
alone doesn’t provide enough information to demand it.

Likelihood analyses were performed for several cases
where some parameters were kept free and others were fixed
to a physical limit, i.e. where the scatter in the mass-
luminosity relation is unimportant (�cen� 0), the cut-off scale
of the satellite galaxies is exactly that of the minimum mass
Mmin (� � 1), or to a value (� � 1) predicted in the numerical
simulations and semi-analytic models of satellite halo distri-
butions in Berlind et al. (2003) and Kravtsov et al. (2004). If
we adopt all three of these constraints and allow only two pa-
rameters,Mmin andM1, to vary to fitwp(rp) and�nobs

g , then we
obtain a poor fit. This model is an inadequate description of
the data according to the information criteria (�BIC = 7:2 and
�AIC = 12:5) relative to the three-parameterM min, M1, and
� model (3p). We also investigated a four parameter model
(4p), varyingMmin, M1, �, and�cen with � � 1, as well as a
five parameter model (5p) varying all parameters in this HOD.
Relative to the 3p model, the 4p and 5p models introduce
new parameters that are not justified by the information crite-
ria (�BIC > 6, cf. Table 1), since these models add freedom
but yield only a very small reduction in�2.

To assess the importance of one aspect of the halo model-
ing, we performed a test on the 3p model whereby the NFW
concentrationc0 [Eq. (7)] of dark matter is replaced by that
for the galaxies,cgal

0 , and is also left free in the MCMC within
0:01< c

gal
0 < 200 and independent of the dark matter concen-

tration of the halos. We find that the derived cosmological
parameters and their uncertainties remain nearly unchanged
from a model with no spatial bias, and the constraints on
the galaxy concentration are consistent with no spatial bias:
c

gal
0 = 11:1+0:7

−5:3. The marginalized values of the HOD parame-
tersMmin andM1 remain unchanged with varyingcgal

0 , though
the error on the cut-off scale of the satellite galaxies� in-
creases (� = 4:71+0:60

−1:41). This increase is expected since it is
precisely the central distribution of satellite galaxies that is
positively correlated to the one-halo galaxy distributioncon-
centration, with a correlation coefficient ofr = 0:72. As a large
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TABLE 1
COSMOLOGICAL PLUSHOD PARAMETERS, MARGINALIZED CONSTRAINTS WITH 68:3% C.L.ERRORS.

Parameter CMB+wp(rp) 3p+Pg(k) CMB+wp(rp) 3p CMB+wp(rp) 4p CMB+wp(rp) 5p CMB+Pg(k) CMB

A 0:731+0:057
−0:053 0:749+0:063

−0:058 0:768+0:074
−0:068 0:803+0:103

−0:093 0:747+0:077
−0:071 0:79+0:15

−0:12

n 0:947+0:017
−0:018 0:953+0:019

−0:019 0:958+0:020
−0:021 0:968+0:027

−0:027 0:956+0:020
−0:021 0:974+0:037

−0:036

� 0:100+0:017
−0:021 0:115+0:019

−0:023 0:131+0:021
−0:027 0:155+0:026

−0:037 0:105+0:017
−0:028 0:158+0:093

−0:084

h 0:687+0:023
−0:023 0:698+0:026

−0:026 0:708+0:028
−0:029 0:721+0:034

−0:036 0:697+0:028
−0:028 0:755+0:059

−0:058


 ch2 0:1148+0:0039
−0:0039 0:1126+0:0043

−0:0044 0:1107+0:0050
−0:0049 0:1088+0:0058

−0:0057 0:1176+0:0069
−0:0069 0:104+0:013

−0:013


 bh2 0:02234+0:00079
−0:00080 0:02247+0:00084

−0:00084 0:02263+0:00086
−0:00087 0:0229+0:0010

−0:0010 0:0227+0:0009
−0:0009 0:0230+0:0013

−0:0013

M1[1013h−1M� ] 4:79+0:63
−0:63 4:58+0:60

−0:60 4:52+0:63
−0:63 3:31+1:61

−1:64 − −
Mmin[1012h−1M� ] 3:23+0:36

−0:35 3:03+0:36
−0:36 3:26+0:46

−0:48 3:08+0:49
−0:51 − −

� 4:44+0:48
−0:63 4:44+0:51

−0:69 3:85+0:45
−0:56 6:31+1:33

−1:94 − −
�cen 0 0 0:41+0:11

−0:18 0:39+0:10
−0:18 − −

� 1 1 1 0:83+0:22
−0:23 − −

bg
� 1:48+0:088

−0:088 1:47+0:093
−0:093 1:43+0:077

−0:077 1:40+0:095
−0:095 − −


 m 0:292+0:025
−0:024 0:278+0:027

−0:027 0:268+0:029
−0:029 0:256+0:034

−0:033 0:291+0:034
−0:034 0:231+0:054

−0:056

�8 0:809+0:028
−0:028 0:812+0:028

−0:027 0:816+0:030
−0:030 0:829+0:039

−0:039 0:834+0:049
−0:050 0:802+0:072

−0:073

�2
eff=DOF 1483:4=1391 1458:5=1373 1458:4=1372 1458:1=1371 1477:2=1383 1452:5=1365

AIC 1503:4 1476:5 1478:4 1480:1 1491:2 1464:5
BIC 1555:9 1523:5 1530:7 1537:7 1527:9 1495:8

NOTE. — �The large scale galaxy bias (k ! 0).

FIG. 3.— Plotted are the�� 2 < 1 range from the best fit for the HOD
drawn from the MCMC chains for the 3p model in red (dark gray), 4p model
in green (medium gray), and 5p model in yellow (light gray).

c
gal
0 makes the distribution of galaxies inside halos more con-

centrated, to maintain the small-scale clustering,� increases
to allow relatively more galaxies to be put in halos with larger
virial radii and lower concentrations.

Figure 1 illustrates the way thatwp(rp) constrains cosmo-
logical parameters. Data points show the Z04b measure-
ments, and the solid line shows the prediction of the best-fit3p
model. Dashed curves show the prediction of thewp(rp) after
�8 is perturbed by� 3� relative to its best-fit value given in
column 2 of Table 1, with all other cosmological parameters
(and therefore the shape of the linear matter power spectrum)
as well as the HOD parameters held fixed. Dotted curves show
the prediction ofwp(rp) after changing
 c, and thus the shape
of the transfer function in the matter power spectrum, by� 3�,
with all other cosmological and HOD parameters fixed. The
strength of the constraints derived fromwp(rp) stems from
the combined relative dependence of the 1-halo and 2-halo

FIG. 4.— Shown are the marginalized 68.3% and 95.4% C.L. contours
in �8 vs. 
 m for the WMAP+ACBAR+CBI+VSA (CMB) data alone (gray
shaded), from the CMB + SDSS 3DPg(k) (orange/light-gray lines) and CMB
+ SDSSwp(rp) (blue/dark-gray lines) from the 3p HOD analysis presented
here.

regimes and therefore the overall shape ofwp(rp).
The cosmological parameters’ marginalized posterior like-

lihoods for the 3p model are shown in Figure 2. Also shown
for comparison are the marginalized likelihoods for the CMB
plus SDSS 3DPg(k) [updated from Tegmark et al. (2004) with
new CMB results], and that from the CMB data alone. We
also combine the CMB+wp(rp)(3p) measurement with the
SDSS 3DPg(k) for a joint constraint on cosmological param-
eters. Since thePg(k) data points included in the analysis are
at wavelengths� = 2�=k > 30h−1Mpc, the information they
contain is largely independent of that in thewp(rp) data points
at rp < 20h−1Mpc. All parameters’ best fit values and errors
are listed in Table 1. The resulting range of the HOD mea-
sured for all models here are shown in Figure 3.

Two-dimensional contours of
m and�8 are shown in Fig-
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FIG. 5.— Plotted are the 68.3% and 95.4% C.L. contours for the marginal-
ized likelihoods for
 m vs. Mmin. The strong degeneracy (correlation
of r = 0:92) roughly follows
 m / Mmin, as expected (Zheng et al. 2002;
Rozo et al. 2004)

ure 4 and are compared to those obtained using CMB alone
or CMB + Pg(k). The anticorrelation of
m and�8 from the
wp(rp) constraint seen in Fig. 4 arises from the anticorrelated
degeneracy in these parameters in the one-halo component
due to its dependence on the halo mass function which needs
to maintain its amplitude at high halo masses, and theOmegam

and�8 anticorrelation in the two-halo component due to the
amplitude-shape degeneracy of the dark matter power spec-
trum (or dark matter correlation function).

Important results to note from the Figures and Table are the
following. Cosmological constraints obtained using CMB and
wp(rp) are substantially tighter than those from CMB alone,
and they are similar in value and tightness to those obtained
from CMB + Pg(k) despite the introduction of new parame-
ters to represent the HOD. The�8 constraints usingwp(rp)
are tighter than those usingPg(k); note that the latter estimate
has dropped relative to that of Tegmark et al. (2004) because
of the smaller scale CMB data. If we incorporatePg(k) con-
straints in addition towp(rp), then parameter values change
by less than 1−� and error bars improve slightly. Our cos-
mological parameter results also agree, within errors, with
the recent results from SDSS galaxy bias and Lyman-� forest
(Seljak et al. 2004b). The HOD parameters are partially de-
generate among themselves, so adding parameters to the HOD
model worsens the constraint on any one of them. However,
within the range of models examined here, adding parameters
to the HOD only slightly increases the error bars on cosmo-
logical parameters.

Since the small scales of the primordial power spectrum
probed bywp(rp) could be useful in constraining any devi-
ations from a simple power-law primordial spectrum as well
as a model including the suppression in power spectrum and
mass function due to the presence of massive neutrinos, we
performed an MCMC analysis including a running of the
spectrumdn=d lnk about the scalek = 0:05 Mpc for the 3p
HOD model as well a model including massive neutrinos.
We find little evidence for running,dn=d lnk = −0:062+0:026

−0:027,
comparable to the results of Spergel et al. (2003). The halo
model in the presence of massive neutrinos is applied such

that the halo mass function, halo bias and halo profile is thatof
the cold dark matter alone since neutrino clustering is a very
small effect on these quantities (Abazajian et al. 2004a). The
presence of massive neutrinos is constrained tom� < 0:27eV
(95% C.L.) for each of 3 neutrinos with degenerate mass. The
statistical errors from our analysis of the CMB plus thiswp(rp)
measurement ondn=d lnk and m� are comparable to those
from other cosmological parameter analyses, being smaller
than those from the shape of the SDSS 3DPg(k) plus WMAP
(Tegmark et al. 2004), comparable to the WMAP plus 2dF-
GRS 3DPg(k) plus modeled bias constraints (Spergel et al.
2003), but not as stringent as those from modeling the galaxy
bias in the SDSS from galaxy-galaxy lensing and clustering
of the Lyman-� forest in the SDSS (Seljak et al. 2004a,b).

5. DISCUSSION

The remaining uncertainties in cosmological parameters in-
troduce relatively little uncertainty in the HOD parameters,
i.e., we now know the underlying cosmology with sufficient
precision to pin down the relation between galaxies and mass.
The strongest expected degeneracy is between the value of

m and the mass scale parametersMmin and M1, since one
can compensate a uniform increase in halo masses by sim-
ply shifting galaxies into more massive halos (Zheng et al.
2002; Rozo et al. 2004). The error contours for
m vs. Mmin
are shown in Figure 5. The degeneracy between these pa-
rameters is strong, with a correlation ofr = 0:96. While this
degeneracy would cause large uncertainties in the values of
Mmin and
m if we used the galaxy clustering data alone, the
combination of CMB andwp(rp) data constrains
m fairly
tightly, leaving limited room to vary the mass scale param-
eters. Incorporating SDSS clustering measures that are di-
rectly sensitive to halo masses, such as redshift-space distor-
tions (Zehavi et al. 2002) and galaxy-galaxy lensing measure-
ments (Sheldon et al. 2004; Seljak et al. 2004a), may further
improve the
m constraints.

As discussed by Berlind & Weinberg (2002), the galaxy
correlation function places important constraints on HOD pa-
rameters, but it still allows tradeoffs between different fea-
tures of P(NjM) and (to a lesser degree) betweenP(NjM)
and the assumed spatial bias of galaxies within halos. Ad-
ditional clustering statistics such as the group multiplicity
function, higher order correlation functions, and void prob-
abilities impose complementary constraints that can break
these degeneracies. Our analysis should thus be seen as a
first step in a broader program of combining galaxy clus-
tering measurements from the SDSS and other surveys with
other cosmological observables to derive simultaneous con-
straints on cosmological parameters and the galaxy HOD [see
Berlind & Weinberg (2002); Weinberg (2002); Zheng et al.
(2002) for further discussion]. Van den Bosch et al. (2003)
have been carrying out a similar program using the closely re-
lated conditional luminosity function (CLF) method applied
to the 2dFGRS luminosity and correlation functions (see also
van den Bosch et al. 2004). They find�8 = 0:78� 0:12 and

m = 0:25+0:10

−0:07 in their analysis combined with CMB data,
with both errors at 95% C.L. as given in that work. Our results
are in agreement, within errors, with their determinationsof
�8 and
m.

Besides the statistical error bars, there are two main sources
of systematic uncertainty in our cosmological parameter esti-
mates. The first is the possibility that our HOD parameteriza-
tion does not have enough freedom to describe the real galaxy
HOD, and that we are artificially shrinking the cosmologi-
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cal error bars by adopting a restrictive theoretical prior in our
galaxy bias model. For the 3p model, this is arguably the
case, since it effectively assumes perfect correlation between
the mass of a halo and the luminosity of its central galaxy.
However, our 5p model is able to give an essentially perfect
description of the predictions of semi-analytic galaxy forma-
tion models and hydrodynamic simulations (Zheng 2004; see
also Guzik & Seljak 2002; Berlind et al. 2003; Kravtsov et al.
2004), so there is good reason to think that the error bars
quoted for this case are conservative. This model still makes
the assumption that satellite galaxies have no spatial biaswith
respect to dark matter within halos, but the concentration test
in §4 shows that dropping this assumption has minimal im-
pact on cosmological conclusions. In place of an HOD model,
traditional analyses based on the large-scale galaxy power
spectrum assume that the galaxy power spectrum is a scale-
independent multiple of the linear matter power spectrum, so
that their shapes are identical. Scale-independence in thelin-
ear regime is expected on fairly general grounds (Coles 1993;
Fry & Gaztanaga 1993; Weinberg 1995; Mann et al. 1998;
Scherrer & Weinberg 1998; Narayanan et al. 2000). How-
ever, it is not clear just how well this approximation holds over
the full range of scales used in the power spectrum analyses,
so although our HOD models are considerably more complex
than linear bias models, our approach is arguably no more de-
pendent on theoretical priors. In future work, we can use the
HOD modeling to calculate any expected scale-dependence
of the power spectrum bias, thus improving the accuracy of
the power spectrum analyses and allowing them to extend to
smaller scales.

The second source of systematic uncertainty is the possibil-
ity that our approximation for calculatingwp(rp) for a given
cosmology and HOD is inaccurate in some regions of our pa-
rameter space. The ingredients of this approximation have
been calibrated or tested on N-body simulations of cosmolog-
ical models similar to the best fitting models found here, so
we do not expect large inaccuracies. However, there are sev-
eral elements of the halo model calculation that could be in-
accurate or cosmology dependent at the 10% level that is now
of interest, including departures from the Jenkins et al. (2001)
mass function, scale dependence of halo bias, and details of
halo exclusion. Uncertainties in the halo mass-concentration
relation and the impact of scatter in halo concentrations come
in at a similar level, though the test in §4 again indicates
that these uncertainties mainly affect the details of the derived

HOD, not the cosmological parameter determinations. With-
out a comprehensive numerical study of these issues, it is dif-
ficult to assess how large the systematic effects on our param-
eter determinations could be, but we would not be surprised
to find that they are comparable to our statistical errors. We
plan to carry out such a study to remove this source of system-
atic uncertainty in future work; the papers of Seljak & Warren
(2004) and Tinker et al. (2004) present steps along this path.

Analyses of multiple classes of galaxies will allow consis-
tency checks on any cosmological conclusions, since differ-
ent classes will have different HODs but should yield consis-
tent cosmological constraints. By drawing on the full range
of galaxy clustering measurements, joint studies of galaxy
bias and cosmological parameters will sharpen our tests of the
leading theories of galaxy formation and the leading cosmo-
logical model. With this current analysis alone, we find that
the combination of CMB anisotropies and small-scale galaxy
clustering measurements provides, simultaneously, tightcon-
straints on the occupation statstics of galaxies in dark matter
halos, and some of the best available constraints on funda-
mental cosmological parameters.
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